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IntroductionIntroduction
What is Marketing?

Marketing is the process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, 
goods  and services to create exchanges that will satisfy goods, and services to create exchanges that will satisfy 
individual and organizational objectives. (The AMA’s Dictionary of 
Marketing Terms).
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The Communication Process

5Who? Says what? By which means? To whom? With what effect? (Wilbur Schramm, 
1960)



IntroductionIntroduction
Marketing Communication:

is a collective term for all the various types of planned messages used 
to build a brand – advertising, public relations, sales 
promotion  direct marketing  personal selling  packaging  promotion, direct marketing, personal selling, packaging, 
event and sponsorships, and customer services. (Tom Duncan, 
2005)
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Stages in IMC Development

Firm constantly monitor marcoms’ performance from a Financial and 
Stages

y p
return on investment (ROI) perspective. Information, 
knowledge linked to an ongoing evaluation of each 
served segment on a global basis

M i t i ibl d t d b ild t l b ll

Strategic 
Integration

A li ti f

4th

Maintain accessible data sources and build to globally 
segmented databases. Effectively incorporate data in 
communication planning and implementation to turn 
customer data into customer knowledge

Application of 
Information 
Technology

3rd

Organizations gather extensive information about their 
customers and evaluating feedback. Also need to align 
with external agencies

Redefining the 
Scope of Marketing 
Communication

2nd

Requires high degree of interpersonal and cross-
functional communication within and without the 
business. Led by the business, not external agencies

Tactical Coordinator 
of Marketing 
Communication

1st
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IMC Managementg

The Four Evolutionary Stages of IMC:

1. Tactical coordination.

2. Redefining scope of marketing communication.

3. Application of information technology.

4. Financial and strategic integration.
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IMC Managementg

IMC is a concept of marketing communications planning
h  i  h  dd d l  f  h i  l  that recognizes the added value of a comprehensive plan 

that evaluates the strategic roles of a variety of 
communication disciplines – for example, general p p , g
advertising, direct response, sales promotion, and public 
relations – and combines these disciplines to provide 
l it  i t  d i  i ti  clarity, consistency, and maximum communications 

impact. (The American Association of Advertising Agency).
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IMC Managementg

Integrated marketing communication is a strategic business 
d t  l  d l  t  d l t  process used to plan, develop, execute, and evaluate 

coordinated, measurable, persuasive brand communication 
program over time with consumers, customers, prospects, 
and other targeted, relevant external and internal audiences. 
(Don E. Schultz and Philip J. Kitchen, 2004)
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IMC Managementg

Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) is a 
 f  i  h   l i hi h  process for managing the customer relationships that 

drive brand value. 
More specifically  it is a cross-functional process for More specifically, it is a cross-functional process for 
creating and nourishing profitable relationships with 
customers and other stakeholders by strategically 
controlling or influencing all messages sent to these 
groups and encouraging data-driven purposeful dialogue 
with them. (Tom Duncan  2002)with them. (Tom Duncan, 2002).
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Databases and 
Information 
T h l

IMC Process Model

Technology

Brand Messages
SWOT Analysis, zero 
based planning (MC Advertising, Brand Messages 

(Strategic 
consistency of  
brand positioning, 
big creative idea)

p g (
functions and media 
neutral)

Advertising, 
customer services, 
direct response, E-
commerce events, 
packaging, 

l lli
g )

Media-mass, niche, 

Cross-functional 
organization 
(Monitoring and

personal selling, 
public relations, 
sales promotion, 
sponsorships, 
trade shows

and interactive 
(Intrinsic and 
created brand 
contacts)

(Monitoring and 
evaluating brand 
relationships)

Brand Relationships 
(Customer 
acquisition, 
retention, growth)IMC is an ongoing 

process that “spins

12
Sales, profits, and 
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off” sales, profits, and 
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Campaign Process Modelp g

1. Development of databases and information 
h ltechnology.

2. Development of brand messages and media strategies.
3 E ti  d i l t ti  t  t  b d 3. Execution and implementation to create brand 

relationships.
4. Monitoring, evaluating and controlling brand 4. o to g, eva uat g a  co t o g b a  

relationships.
5. SWOT Analysis.
Result: Sales, profits, and brand equity.
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IMC Managementg

Eight Guiding Principles of IMC:
1. Become a customer-centric organization.
2. Use outside-in planning.
3 Focus on the total customer experience3. Focus on the total customer experience.
4. Align consumer goals with corporate objectives.
5. Set customer behavior objectives.. j .
6. Treat customers as assets.
7. Streamline functional activities.
8. Converge marketing communication activities.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
1. Become a Customer-Centric Organization:

The ultimate end user, customer, or consumer must be 
at the center of any type of integration.

For the purposes of IMC, a customer-focused (or 
customer-centric) organization is simply one that 
considers the ultimate purchaser or consumer of the 
product first  foremost  and alwaysproduct first, foremost, and always.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
2. Use Outside-In Planning:

I   i h h  h  i i    hi  d It starts with what the organization wants to achieve and 
then forces various activities into a series of steps that 
will hopefully produce the desired results.y
Planned volume or financial goals drive the marketing 
and communication or spending levels.
If anticipated goals are achieved  the firm is then willing If anticipated goals are achieved, the firm is then willing 
to use a portion of sales to buy further marketing and 
communication activities.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
3. Focus on the Total Customer Experience:

Total customer experience encompasses how the 
product or services performs in the marketplace, how it 

b d h b l f h l bis obtained, the capability of channel members to 
provide products in a timely and efficient manner, how 
customer services is delivered  and what type of social customer services is delivered, and what type of social 
impact the firm makes in the community it inhabits.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
4. Align Consumer Goals with Corporate 

Objectives:

Creative? Perhaps, yes. Effective marketing 
b blcommunication? Probably not.

IMC must go much further than traditional 
communications goals such as building brand awareness 
or recognition  It must achieve management’s financial or recognition. It must achieve management s financial 
goals, too.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
5. Set Customer Behavior Objectives:

To acquire new customers.

To retain and maintain present customers.

To retain and grow sales volume or profit from existing 
customers.

To migrate existing customers through the firm’s 
product or services portfolio.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
6. Treat Customers as Assets:

Th   i   i  i  h  i  i  h  The customer, in most instances, is the primary unit that 
generates income flows for the organization.
Almost all the other activities and initiatives of the 
organization are really cost centers.
So, a key ingredient of the value-oriented IMC system is 
the understanding that marketing and communication the understanding that marketing and communication 
are asset managers.
That is, they are or should be responsible for the 

d finitiation, continuation, and maintenance of customers, 
the source of the firm’s income flow.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
7. Streamline Functional Activities:

O  f h  j  h ll  f hi i  i i l One of the major challenges of achieving organizational 
integration is sorting through the tangle of functional 
structures and activities through which marketing and g g
communication have developed.

Perhaps the greatest value of this collapse of marketing Perhaps the greatest value of this collapse of marketing 
communication disciplines is that is forces the manager 
to think strategically rather than in terms of 

i ti  t ticommunication tactics.
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IMC ManagementIMC Management
8. Converge Marketing Communication Activities:

U il h  id 1990    ll  Until the mid-1990s, convergence was generally 
considered to involve he bringing together all of 
communication activities under a single umbrella.g

Today, convergence has taken on a new meaning: the 
blending of traditional marcom with electronic blending of traditional marcom with electronic 
marketing and communication activities.
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IMC Managementg

The Five-Steps IMC Planning Process:
Identifying customers and prospects.

Estimating the value of customers and prospects.

Planning communications messages and incentives.

Estimating Return-on-Customer Investment (ROCI).g

Post-program analysis and future planning.
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The Promotion Tools
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Mass Media Advertising: The Awareness Builder

Mass Media Advertising consists of non-personal, one-
way, planned messages paid for by an identified sponsor 

d d d b d d dand disseminated to a broad audience in order to 
influence their attitudes and behavior.  
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Marketing Public Relations: The Credibility Builder

MPR is just one function of public relations, that uses of 
‘non-paid’ media to deliver positive brand information 
d d l fl ddesigned to positively influence customers and 
prospects.

B d bli it   i   l  d th  Brand publicity means using news release and other 
media tools to broaden awareness and knowledge of a 
brand or companybrand or company.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Sales Promotion: Intensifying the Brand Message Consideration
Sales promotion is a marketing communication function that 
encourage action by adding tangible value to a brand offering.
More specifically  it is a short-term  added value offer More specifically, it is a short term, added value offer 
designed to encourage and accelerate a response.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Sales Promotion: Intensifying the Brand Message Consideration

A consumer oriented sales promotion offer is designed for end 
users or buyers; a trade oriented sales promotion offer is 
designed for customers in the distribution channel  such as designed for customers in the distribution channel, such as 
distributors, wholesalers, and retailers.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Merchandising and P-O-P: The Reminder Drivers

Merchandising means extending a brand image through 
promotional activities at the retail level. 

Point-of-Purchase materials, which are in-store display 
materials designed to call attention to a brand.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Direct-Response Marketing: The Personal Connection, 
Direct Response and Personal Sales

Which is a closed-loop, interactive, database-driven 
h b d f dmessaging system that uses a broad range of media to 

create a behavioral response.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Direct-Response Marketing: The Personal Connection, 
Direct Response and Personal Sales

It combines a sales message with demand creation – using 
f f d f lf lla message to intensify demand for a product - and fulfillment 

– delivery of the product or requested information – by 
distribution  mail  phone  television  and/or internet to distribution, mail, phone, television, and/or internet to 
create dialogue. 
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Experiential Marketing: Events, Sponsorships, 
Exhibition, and Customer services

Event marketing is a significant situation or promotional 
h h h l f d hhappening that has a central focus and captures the 
attention and involvement of the target audience.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

Experiential Marketing: Events, Sponsorships, Exhibition, and 
C  iCustomer services
It is used to involve target audiences; to associate a brand 
with a certain activity, life style, or person; to reach hard-to-y, y , p ;
reach target audiences; to increase brand awareness and to 
provide a platform for brand publicity.
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The Campaign Toolsp g

The Internet and Interactive Marketing
“How can our customers easily send messages to us?” Interactivity is 
one of the primary ways in which customers are “integrated” 
into a company.p y
Most of the major marketing communication functions use 
the internet, a long with the other major media, to connect 

ith t  d t  with customers and prospect. 
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The Campaign Toolsp g

The Internet and Interactive Marketing
Some forms of online communication though, are unique, 
such as online communities, chat rooms, and e-mail. The 
greatest marketing communication challenges are attracting g g g g
people to a website, keeping them on the site, and, when 
they do leave, giving them motivation to return again.
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IMC Planning Model

R i f M k ti PlReview of Marketing Plan

Analysis of Promotional Program Situation

Analysis of Communications Process

Budget Determination

Develop IMC Program

I t t d I l t IMC St t iIntegrate and Implement IMC Strategies

Monitor, Evaluate, and Control IMC Program
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Monitor, Evaluate, and Control IMC Program



Review of Marketing Plang

Examine overall marketing plan and objectives.

Role of advertising and promotion.

Competitive analysis.

Assess environmental influences.
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Analysis of Promotional Program 
SituationSituation

Internal analysis: Promotional department organization, 
firm’s ability to implement promotional program, agency 
evaluation and selection, review of previous program results.

External analysis: Consumer behavior analysis  market External analysis: Consumer behavior analysis, market 
segmentation and target marketing, market positioning.
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Analysis of Communication 
ProcessProcess

Analyze receiver’s response processes.

Analyze source, message, channel factors.

Establish communication goals and objectives.
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Communication Objectivesj

Knowledge

Attitude

Soft-sell

Attitude

Hard-sell
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Hard sell
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Budget Determinationg

Set tentative marketing communications budget.

Allocate tentative budget.

Return on Customer Investment
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Develop IMC Programp g

Advertising, Direct Marketing, Interactive Marketing, Sales 
Promotion, Marketing Public Relations, Personal Selling, 
Experiential Marketing:

Set objectivesSet objectives.
Determine budget.
Develop message and strategy.g gy
Develop media strategy.
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Integrate and Implement MC 
StrategiesStrategies

Integrate promotional mix strategy.

Create and produce ad.

Purchase media time, space, etc.

Design and implement direct marketing, sales promotion, 
public relations, personal selling, interactive marketing 
programsprograms.
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Monitor, Evaluate, and Control 
IMC ProgramIMC Program

Evaluate promotional program results/effectiveness.

Take measures to control and adjust promotional strategies.
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THE TARGET MARKET 
PROCESSPROCESS
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The Target Marketing Processe a get a et g ocess

Identifying markets with unfulfilled needs.

Determining market segmentation: 
Demographics
P h hiPsychographics
Behavioral

Selecting a market to targetSelecting a market to target.

Positioning through marketing strategies.
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P i   C  B h iPerspectives on Consumer Behavior
Problem recognition.
Examining consumer motivations.
Information search.
Alternative evaluationAlternative evaluation.
Attitudes.
Integration processes and decision rules.g p .
Purchase decision.
Post purchase evaluation. 
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Environmental Influences on 
C  B h iConsumer Behavior

Culture: 

Culture, subculture, social class, reference groups, and 
situational determinant.

R f  GReference Groups:

A reference group is a group whose presumed perspectives 
or value are being used by and individual as the basis for or value are being used by and individual as the basis for 
his/her judgments, opinion, and actions.
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Environmental Influences on 
Consumer BehaviorConsumer Behavior

Situational Determinant:
(Perceptions-preferences-purchasing behavior)
The Initiators
Th  f  dThe Information Providers
The Influencers
Th  d i i  M kThe decision Makers
The Purchasing Agents
The Consumers/UsersThe Consumers/Users
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The Life Style Segmentationy g

Activities Interests Opinions DemographicsActivities Interests Opinions Demographics
Work
Hobbies

Family
Home

Themselves
Social issues

Age
Education

Social events
Vacation
Entertainment
Cl b b

Job
Community
Recreation

Politics
Business
Economics

Income
Occupation
Family size

Club member-
ship
Community
Shopping

Fashion
Food
Media

Education
Products
Future

Dwelling
Geography
City sizeShopping

Sport
Media
Achievements

Future
Culture

City size
Stage in life cycle
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The Adopter Categoryp g y

Innovator

Early Adopters

Early Majority

Late Majority

Laggard
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Buyer Groupsy p

New Category Users

Brand Loyals

Brand Switchers

Other-Brand Loyals
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Values and Life-Styles 2y

ActualizersActualizers Abundant resourcesAbundant resources

Principle Oriented Status Oriented Action Oriented

ActualizersActualizers Abundant resourcesAbundant resources

F lfilledsF lfilleds Achie ersAchie ers E periencersE periencersFulfilledsFulfilleds AchieversAchievers ExperiencersExperiencers

BelieversBelievers StriversStrivers MakersMakers

StrugglesStrugglesStrugglesStruggles Minimal resourcesMinimal resources
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Model of the Response ProcessModel of the Response Process
Stage AIDA Model Hierarchy of 

Effects 
d l

Innovation 
Adoption 

d l

Information 
Processing 

d lModel Model Model

Cognitive 

Attention Awareness Awareness Presentation

AttentionCog e
Stage

Knowledge

o

Comprehension

Interest Liking Interest Yielding 

Affective 
Stage

Desire

Preference 

Conviction Evaluation Retention

Behavioral 
Stage

Action Purchase
Trial

Adoption
Behavior
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The Foote, Cone & Belding (FCB) 
G idGrid

ThinkingThinking FeelingFeeling

HighHigh 1 Informative (thinker)1 Informative (thinker) 2 Affective (feeler)2 Affective (feeler)High High 
InvolvementInvolvement

1. Informative (thinker)1. Informative (thinker)
CarCar--househouse--furnishingsfurnishings--
new productsnew products

2. Affective (feeler)2. Affective (feeler)
JewelryJewelry--cosmeticscosmetics--
fashion apparelfashion apparel--
motorcyclesmotorcycles

Model: Model: LearnLearn--feelfeel--dodo
(Economic?)                    (Economic?)                    

Model: Model: FeelFeel--learnlearn--dodo

(Psychological?)(Psychological?)
3 H bit f ti3 H bit f ti 4 S lf4 S lf ti f titi f tiLow InvolvementLow Involvement 3. Habit formation 3. Habit formation 
(doer)(doer)

FoodFood--household itemshousehold items

4. Self4. Self--satisfaction   satisfaction   
(reactor)(reactor)
CigarettesCigarettes--liquorliquor--candycandy
Model:Model: DoDo--feelfeel--learnlearn

Model: Model: DoDo--learnlearn--feelfeel
(Responsive?)(Responsive?)

Model: Model: DoDo feelfeel learnlearn
(Social?)(Social?)
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